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Foreword
In a year marked by economic and
financial growth, I am delighted to
introduce the ninth edition of our
CFO Survey, highlighting the views
of CFOs from 12 countries, including
Romania.
This year’s survey has shown us
that Romanian CFOs are tentatively
enjoying the current climate, after
going through hard times, and are
looking ahead with caution.

Farrukh Khan
Country Program Leader
Deloitte Romania

Despite the positive macros, local
CFOs harbor some of the most
pessimistic views in Central Europe
and look less confident than last year.
This comes against a background of
falling unemployment (a record low
of 4.6% in December) and the highest
GDP growth in the region (7%).
Even with these figures before their
eyes, CFOs expect consumer price
increases, a view that is very much
influenced by the political factor and
lack of legal and fiscal predictability.
The general tone is similar across
the region, but such negative
expectations are only shared by
Romania, the Czech Republic and
Lithuania, where more than 90% of
respondents anticipate an inflation
rate above zero in the near future.
The outlook for the business
environment in which our
respondents operate is not very
optimistic either: 77% of the CFOs
believe that the level of financial
and economic uncertainty is above
normal, which is why now is not a
good moment to take more risks

onto their balance sheets.
Transportation, workforce and debt
are the main areas where costs are
expected to rise, with the costs of
running the business and shortage of
qualified workers also inflating outlay.
Local CFOs expect interest rates to
remain stable or rise, which would
be a normal consequence of inflation
and GDP growth in a positive
environment. Whether or not rates
go up, CFOs are not anticipating
much change in their companies’
strategies.
The attractiveness of bank borrowing
and EU funds has significantly
decreased since last year’s survey
and CFOs consider internal financing
the most appealing source of funding
for their firms.
They are also aware of the digital
agenda as a cost-cutting means,
but Romania is registering slow
progress in this respect, across
economic sectors. Only a few CFOs
have specific plans to introduce
more digitalization changes in their
companies. However, this also means
that there is significant growth
potential.
I believe this year’s edition of our CFO
Survey creates new opportunities to
connect us with opinions that matter.
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Key findings
Economic outlook
GDP:
66% of CFOs are
predicting a high GDP
growth rate in 2018

Unemployment:
Only 20% of CFOs
expect a rise in
unemployment

Inﬂation:
91% of CFOs believe
that inﬂation will
increase in 2018

Interest rates
93% of CFOs are
expecting the
interest rates in
Romania to go up
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Economic outlook
GDP is on the rise, but so is inflation

at is your expectation for the country

nomic GDP growth for the year 2018?

66% of CFOs are predicting a high GDP
growth rate in 2018
12%

What is your expectation for the country
economic GDP growth for the year 2018?
According to the European Commission, economic growth in Romania
accelerated in 2017, with real GDP estimated to have grown by 6.7%
yoy. The main driver of this was private consumption, supported by
indirect tax cuts and wage hikes, both in the public and private sector.
Looking ahead, GDP growth is forecast to cool down, yet impressive, to
4.5% in 2018 and 4% in 2019.

22%
66%

<0%

0-2%

>2%

ver the next 12 months how do you

Only 20% of CFOs expect a rise
Romania?
in unemployment

xpect levels of unemployment to change

32%

Over the next 12 months how do
you expect levels of unemployment
to change in Romania?

20%

Labor market will remain characterized by low unemployment in
line with the economic expansion. However, there is now a rising
concern over the lack of increase in productivity and workforce
competitiveness.
Official data confirms the sentiment about low unemployment. In
2017, the National Institute of Statistics announced that the annual
unemployment rate had dropped to its lowest level in more than 20
years – namely 5%. Furthermore, the IMF has marked down its estimates
of unemployment in Romania, which it tips to reach 5.2% in 2018.

48%
Increase

Remain the same

Decrease
07
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91% of CFOs believe that CPI will
increase in the following 12 months

Over the next 12 months how do you expect CPI
evels to change in Romania?

Over the next 12 months how do you
expect CPI levels to change in Romania?

4% 5%

91%
Increase
Decrease

Remain the same

There is an increased expectation of
inflation over the next 12 months. It
seems that the high rates of demanddriven GDP growth in recent years
have exceeded the economy’s supply
capacity, giving rise to significant
inflation expectations.
Our survey clearly shows that the
past few years of low inflation are over
and that the future will be governed
by inflationist pressure which, if not
addressed properly by policy makers,
could cause significant damage to the
economy.

According to the National Bank, the
annual Consumer Price Index (CPI)
inflation rate is projected to reach
3.5% at the end of 2018, nearing 5%
during the first three quarters of this
year, and 3.1% at the end of 2019. The
end-2018 projected figure was revised
upwards by 0.3 percentage points. At
this horizon, the revision is attributable
primarily to administered prices, fuel
prices and volatile food prices, but also
to stronger pressures that have already
been building up at the level of core
inflation since end-2017.

93% of CFOs are expecting the
What do you expect will happen to interest
interest rates in Romania to go up
rates in Romania over the next 12 months?
in the next 12 months
7%
What do you expect will happen to
interest rates in Romania over the
next 12 months?

93%

They will go up
08

Stay the same

Most CFOs expect interest rates to
increase in 2018, even though the
benchmark interest rate has remained
unchanged since 2015, at a recordlow 1.75%. However, in January this
year, the Romanian central bank

unexpectedly raised borrowing costs
for the first time in almost a decade to
2%, followed by a second increase to
2.25%, a month later.
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Key findings
Business environment

77%

External uncertainty:
of CFOs

expect high country-level
uncertainty

90%
M&A:

of CFOs

85%

expect at least the same
level of M&A activity

Risk on balance sheets:
of CFOs

will not take
more risk

59%

Risk factors to businesses:

48%

of CFOs

consider unstable
economic and tax law as
the most important risk
to businesses in 2018

Financing:

10

of CFOs

of CFOs currently see internal
ﬁnancing as the most
attractive source of funding
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Key findings
Uncertainty

Business environment
Pessimism spreads, while optimism remains modest

77% of CFOs believe that Romania’s overall level
Howfinancial
would you rate
the overall
level of uncertainty is above
of
and
economic
external ﬁnancial and economic uncertainty in
normal
Romania?
21%

2%
How would you rate the overall level
of external financial and economic
uncertainty in Romania?

77%
Very high / high level of uncertainty

In contrast to the previous edition, where only 33% of CFOs expected
increased external financial and economic uncertainty, 77% of
respondents now perceive this risk.
It seems that Romania’s high growth rate and positive macroeconomic
indicators are not enough to boost confidence in the local business
environment and its evolution.

Normal level of uncertainty

Low / very low level of uncertainty
11
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90% of CFOs expect at least the same
vels to change in Romania?
level of M&A activity in 2018

he next 12 months how do you expect

10%
Over the next 12 months how do you
expect M&A levels to change in Romania?
The vast majority of CFOs (90%) think the level of M&A transactions
in 2018 will be similar to or higher than that of 2017. Overall, their
expectations regarding M&A in 2018 are nearly the same as their
predictions in the previous issue of the survey (90% now vs. 95% in
2017).

49%
41%
Increase

Remain the same

Decrease

85% of CFOs consider that this is not a
Is this a good time to be taking
good
time
to take
greater risk onto their
greater risk
onto your
company’s
balance sheets ? balance sheets
company’s
15%
Is this a good time to be taking greater
risk onto your company’s balance sheets ?

85%

Yes

12

No

In the 2018 survey, 85% of CFOs say that this is not a good time to take
additional risks onto their balance sheets, compared to 70% in 2017.
Companies are reacting to their shrinking optimism by postponing
investments and focusing more on guarding the return of their current
assets.
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59% of CFOs consider unstable
economic and tax law the greatest risk
to businesses in 2018
77%
Which of the following factors are likely to pose a significant
risk to your business over the next 12 months?
Which of the following factors are likely to pose a signiﬁcant risk to your business over the next 12 months?
59%

Unstable economic and tax law
Increase in costs of running a business
(price increase of materials, workforce, services)

53%

Shortage of qualiﬁed workforce

52%

Exchange rate risk

29%

Market pressure for price decrease of oﬀered goods/services

16%

Increasing regulations

15%

Reduction in demand (domestic)

14%

Reduction in demand (foreign)

10%

Growing competition

8%

Insolvency and payment bottlenecks in the economy

8%

Interest rate risk

8%

Geopolitical risks
Shortage of capital
Other
Disruptive technologies

While concern regarding the shortage of
qualified workers has been at a constant
high in recent years (52%), the unstable
economic and tax law has become the
highest ranked threat in 2018 (59%),

7%
3%
1%
0%

compared to 34% in 2017 and to only 6% in
2016. This is a clear sign that policy makers
should be more transparent and consistent
when setting and changing the rules.
Concerns over the increased costs of

running a business (53%) are a natural
consequence of the increased expectations
for inflation.

13
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48% of CFOs currently see internal financing
as the most attractive source of funding

you rate the attractiveness of investment sources for Romanian companies?
How would you rate the attractiveness of investment
sources for Romanian companies?

120%
100%

16%

12%

48%

59%

12%

36%

80%
60%

8%

57%

44%
37%

40%
20%

36%

29%

31%

Corporate debt

Equity

48%

27%

0%
Bank borrowing
Attractive

CFOs consider internal financing the most
appealing source of funding for their
companies, selected by 48%. Conversely,
EU funds appear to be least attractive to
CFOs, with only 27% of respondents rating
these positively, compared to 50% the
previous year.
Corporate debt and equity are perceived as
moderately attractive, with almost 60% of
CFOs assessing them as ‘neither attractive
nor unattractive’.
The expectation of increased debt costs
has reduced the attractiveness of bank

1.
14

Neither attractive nor unattractive

borrowing as a source of financing from
52% in the previous issue to only 36%
in 2018. This is mainly because bank
borrowing usually comes in the form
of overdrafts or bridge loans and does
not represent a long-term partnership
to sustain real economic cycles and
investment plans.
The National Bank confirms that the main
difficulties faced by companies in accessing
financing from banks and/or NBFIs are
the excessive level of interest rates and
commission, requirements regarding the

NBR, Survey on the access to finance of non-financial corporations in Romania (June 2017).

Internal
ﬁnancing

EU funds

Unattractive

value or type of collateral, and bureaucracy.
However, in spite of businesses’ low
appetite for credit from banks and NBFIs
during the first half of 2017, 85% of those
that applied for this type of financing were
granted a loan and received the requested
amount in full, the same as in the previous
six-month period, according to the NBR1.
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"We are witnessing a propitious
moment for M&A activity,
both from buyers’ and sellers’
perspectives. This represents a
continued window of opportunity
for the business environment.
We anticipate that consolidation
will continue in the banking and
financial services sectors, and
we expect new transactions in
TMT. Moreover, we expect to see
even more transactions between
Romanian companies that will want
to consolidate the segments in
which they operate."
Ioana Filipescu
Partner, M&A
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Key findings
Costs

Cost of debt:
91% of CFOs expect an
increase in the cost of debt

Cost of equity:
71% of CFOs forecast that
the cost of equity will go up

Cost of workforce:
90% of CFOs believe that costs
of workforce will increase

Real estate costs:
68% of CFOs expect an
increase in real estate costs

16
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Uncertainty
Costs
2018 will bring higher costs for companies

91% of CFOs
expect an increase in the cost
Cost of debt
of debt in the following 12 months
9% 0%
Cost of debt
Fueled also by inflationist expectations, CFOs’ views of the
cost of debt have experienced a stark change, with 91% of
CFOs forecasting an increase, compared to only 31% in our
2017 survey.

91%
Increase

Remain the same

Decrease

71% ofCost
CFOs
forecast that the cost
of equity
of equity will go up in 2018
28%

1%
Cost of equity
Although the number of pessimistic CFOs more than
tripled with regard to the future cost of equity (71%),
compared to the previous edition (22%), the perception
of the attractiveness of equity as a source of financing
remains constant at 31%.
This shows that the cost attached to equity financing is
less relevant to Romanian CFOs when making decisions on
alternative sources of financing.

71%
Increase

Remain the same

Decrease
17
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90% of Romanian CFOs believe that salaries,
Cost of workforce (salaries, social
social contributions and benefits for workers will
contributions and beneﬁts for workers)
increase in the following 12 months
5%

6%

Cost of workforce (salaries, social
contributions and benefits for workers)

89%
Increase

Remain the same

Decrease

Beside debt, transportation and workforce are perceived as the main
areas with the potential for increased costs.
The government’s repeated increases of the gross minimum wage (Lei
1,900 in 2018, which includes the transfer of social contributions from
companies to employees, vs. Lei 1,450 in 2017 and Lei 1,250 in 2016)
together with the large number of Romanian emigrants have created
an imbalance on the labor market that puts significant pressure on the
cost of recruiting and retaining workers.

68% of CFOs expect an increase in real estate
Real estate costs
costs in the following 12 months
7%
26%

Real estate costs
Some 68% of Romanian CFOs believe that real estate costs (rent or lease
payments, property purchases, costs of property maintenance) will
increase in the following 12 months, compared to 51% in 2017.
However, local real estate experts are more optimistic and estimate
that prime office rents will remain stable in the near future. In June 2017,
rents ranged from 12.50-18.50 Eur/sqm/month at a national level.

67%
Increase
18

Remain the same

Decrease
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53% of CFOs believe that provisions for bad
debts will increase in the following 12 months
Provision for bad debts
5%
Provision for bad debts

42%

53%
Increase

Remain the same

Increased economic uncertainty and greater pressures on costs
have convinced Romanian CFOs that their clients’ ability to pay their
commitments in due time will decrease.
Such expectations should persuade companies to implement more
efficient receivables management techniques in order to avoid
significant liquidity issues.

Decrease

19
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Key findings
Company growth outlook

Business level uncertainty
40% of CFOs are less
optimistic about their
companies’ ﬁnancial prospects
than six months ago

Operating margins:
29% of CFOs expect
operating margins to
decrease in the next
12 months

DEPT

CAPEX:
20% of CFOs believe that
CAPEX will increase in the next
12 months

20

Debt service:
52% of CFOs forecast
unchanged ability to
service debt
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Uncertainty
Company growth outlook
Lower optimism, but satisfactory prospects

40% of CFOs are less optimistic about
Compared
with six months ago,
how do you
feel
their companies’
financial
prospects
about the ﬁnancial prospects for your company?
than six months ago
40%

Compared with six months ago, how do
you feel about the financial prospects for
your company?

29%

Higher than expected inflation and significant imbalances in the
labor market, along with increased uncertainty over the business
environment, have convinced 40% of the interviewed CFOs that their
companies’ future financial results will be negatively influenced. The
percentage is much higher than in the previous survey, when only 9%
of respondents expressed pessimism in this respect.

31%
More optimistic

Broadly unchanged

Less optimistic

29% of CFOs expect operating margins
to decrease in the next 12 months

Operating margins

29%

34%

Operating margins
Although 29% of the CFOs expressed concerns about their operating
margins going down in 2018, compared to only 19% in 2017, it seems
that most companies believe that they will be able to adapt to the
economic outlook and at least maintain their margins.

37%
Increase

Remain the same

Decrease
21
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42% of CFOs believe that capital expenditure
Capital expenditure (CAPEX)
(CAPEX)
will increase in the next 12 months
20%
Capital expenditure (CAPEX)

42%

The proportion of CFOs expecting their companies to increase their
capital expenditure in the next year has decreased by 11 pp, from
53% to 42%. Meanwhile, 20% of respondents expect CAPEX to fall
in 2018, compared to 6% in the previous issue. This is mainly due to
expectations of increased debt costs and overall high uncertainty.

38%
Increase

Remain the same

Decrease

52%
of CFOs forecast unchanged
Over the next three years, you expect
your ability
service your debt
debt to:
ability
toto service
8%
Over the next three years, how do you
expect your ability to service your debt
to change?

40%
DEPT

Half of CFOs expect their ability to service debt in the next three years
to remain the same, and another 40% to increase. This is an excellent
sign, considering their expectations regarding the increased cost of
debt and decreasing operating margins.

52%
Increase

22

Remain the same

Decrease
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"The frequent and substantial
legislative changes during the
past year and the way they were
adopted have generated concern
and anxiety in the business
community, according to the
survey. The fiscal volatility has
increased mistrust in the economic
prospects despite the currently
favorable climate, as the indicators
are encouraging. In this context,
the instability of the regulatory
framework creates an unforeseen
risk that we hope will not impact
on companies’ investment,
transactions, expansions and hiring
decisions."
Vlad Boeriu
Partner, Tax

23
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Key findings
Digitalization

49%

Preparedness:
49% of CFOs believe the
ﬁnance function is well or
very well prepared for
their company’s increasing
digitalization

10%

RPA status:
Only 10% of CFOs are
advanced in RPA

24

36%

Integration in
digitalization strategy:
36% of CFOs are drivers
and proactive designers
within the whole company

37%

Cost eﬃciencies:
37% of CFOs are
expecting/have achieved
10-40% cost eﬃciency as
a result of RPA
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Uncertainty
Digitalization
On the pathway to positive change

This year we decided to ask Romanian CFOs
their opinion on digitalization and more
specifically on the way the finance function
will change in the near future.
The appetite for digitalization seems to be
quite high and most Romanian CFOs (68%)
are actively involved in their companies’
digitalization process. They consider
digitalization an opportunity, especially in

Operations, and with a cost-saving impact,
but there is still a long road ahead until
all companies implement robotic process
automation (RPA). Currently, only 10% of
companies state they are advanced in RPA,
while 45% have not done anything in this
respect so far.
Although the desire for digitalization
exists, there is no clear evidence of formal

investment plans being shaped by CFOs,
and we are not expecting to see a significant
change in the finance function in the near
future, more likely in the medium or long
term.

72% of CFOs stated that the automation of
document entry and processing is the top
What
technical priorities
are you for
settingdigitalization
within the framework
technical
priority
of your digitalization strategy for the ﬁnance function?

What technical priorities are you setting within the framework of
your digitalization strategy for the finance function?
72%

Automation of document entry and processing
Automation and individualization of
management reporting

65%

Automation of the control system

53%

End-to-end process management for monitoring and
improved process performance

41%

Establishment of real-time scenario planning,
forecasting and analytics abilities

41%

Establishment of a Finance Factory to manage
automated processes

19%

Strengthening of business partner abilities due to
improved analytics
Expansion of network organization due to increased
deployement of digital collaboration tools

Some 72% of CFOs cite the automation
of tedious tasks related to document
entry and processing as the top technical
priority in digitalizing the finance function,
followed by the automation of management

17%
9%

reporting (65%) and of control systems
(53%). Expanding the network organization
is perceived as the lowest priority, selected
by only 9% of respondents.
25
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Only 10% of CFOs are advanced in RPA

How advanced is your company in its work on
robotic process automation?

How advanced is your company in its work on robotic process
automation?
27%

We have not thought about it so far

19%

We are looking for the automation potential
We do not expect to automate our processes
over the next 2 years

13%

We have started the implementation process

13%

We intend to begin working on robotic
process automation

13%
10%

We are advanced in robotic process automation
We know what the RPA process is but we
do not know what we can use it for
We do not know what the RPA process is

3%
2%

Few CFOs (10%) think their companies are advanced in RPA, while
13% have started the implementation process. However, 27% have
not yet thought about it.
Romania is registering slow progress in digitalization across

economic sectors. The country came last in the EU’s Digital Economy
and Society Index (DESI) 2017, ranking last in four of the five
categories, mostly because of low internet usage and skills, and little
use of both online government and business services.

63%
CFOs
expecting
In whatof
areas
do youare
expect
to derive mostto derive benefits
beneﬁts from robotic process automation?
from
RPA in operations
1%
31%

5%
63%
Finance

26

HR

Operations

In what areas do you expect to derive
most benefits from robotic process
automation?
Most CFOs expect to derive most benefits from RPA in the area of
operations. Finance is the second ranked function (31%), while HR and
“other” functions are not expected to gain significant benefits from
automation (6%).

Other, please specify
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"Companies are going to compete in the
digital world, so finance functions need
to adapt to the new reality. They have
to process more data, faster and more
efficiently, in order to be able to turn
it into valuable information. This is not
possible without the use of technologies
such as RPA, advanced analytics and
cognitive computing. While almost half
of the CFOs surveyed believe that the
finance function is well or very well
prepared for the increasing digitalization
of their company, only 10% are
advanced in RPA. Finance functions will
have to upgrade their workforce, placing
a premium on continuous learners,
who can cope with less predictability
and more innovation and combine
technology savviness with business
understanding."
Dinu Bumbacea
Partner-in-Charge, Consulting
27
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37% of CFOs are expecting 10-40% cost
achieved as a result of robotic automation in
cuts as a result of RPA
automated processes?

What cost eﬃciencies do you expect/ have you

26%
What cost efficiencies do you expect/
have you achieved as a result of robotic
automation in automated processes?

35%
2%

When it comes to the cost efficiencies expected or achieved so far
through the use of RPA, many respondents (26%) are unsure about
potential savings. 35% of CFOs think cost efficiencies resulting from
RPA will amount to only 10% or less, and a similar proportion (37%)
expects cost cuts ranging between 10% and 40%.

37%
0-10%

10-40%

40-100%

unsure

49% of CFOs believe the finance function is
well or very well prepared for the increasing
To what extent is the ﬁnance function prepared
digitalization
their company
for the increasingof
digitalization
of your company?
9%

49%

Almost half of CFOs believe the finance function is well or very
well prepared for the increasing digitalization of their company,
while 42% consider their finance function as being only moderately
prepared. Only 9% of respondents think their readiness is ‘low’.

42%
Well

28

To what extent is the finance
function prepared for the increasing
digitalization of your company?

Medium

A little
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76% of CFOs recognize the strong need for
do you rate the need for change in the ﬁnance
change in the finance function due to the
on due to the increasing digitalization of your
any? increasing digitalization of their companies
1%
23%

How do you rate the need for change in
the finance function due to the increasing
digitalization of your company?
There is strong consensus among CFOs that there is a pressing need
to change the way things are done in the finance function to meet the
challenges posed by digitalization (72% of CFOs hold this view). Only
1% of the respondents describe this need as low

76%
High

Normal

Low

36% of CFOs are drivers and proactive
designers within the whole company, with
hat extent are you as the CFO integrated into your company’s
respect
lization
strategy? to digitalization strategy
To what extent are you as the CFO integrated into
your company’s digitalization strategy?
Driver and proactive designer
within whole company

36%
31%

Active for own functional area
Challenger within
management meetings
Not an important topic
as part of my whole company

23%
9%

When it comes to their company’s digitalization strategy, 36% of CFOs
are drivers and proactive designers within the whole company, while
32% are active only for their functional area
29
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What key areas do you see for digitalization from the point of view of
66%
of CFOs consider that key area for
the ﬁnance function?
digitalization is the control of business processes
What key areas do you see for digitalization from
the point of view of the finance function?
66%

Controlling digital business processes
Development of new analytics applications based
on Big Data (data-based operating models)

51%

Digitalization of ﬁnance function, e.g. mobile
applications, cloud solutions, robotics

49%

Development and implementation of digitalization
stategy within the company
Evaluation and management of
new digital business models
When it comes to the key areas for
digitalization from the point of view of
the finance function, most Romanian
CFOs mentioned controlling digital

45%
31%

business processes (66%), followed by the
development of new analytics applications
based on Big Data (51%).

66% of CFOs consider that finance functions
should have process automation knowledge in
hat capabilities should the ﬁnance function develop so that it can meet the
order to meet the demands of digitalization

emands of digitalization?

What capabilities should the finance function develop
so that it can meet the demands of digitalization?
66%

Process automation knowledge
Integration of transactional and
reporting system (IT perspective)

64%
58%

Employees’ understanding of digital business models

52%

Analytical and statistical skills of employees
Inﬂuential and communication skills
Project management skills
The finance function should develop
certain capabilities in order to meet the
demands of digitalization. Local CFOs
cite the most important ones as process
30

33%
30%

automation knowledge (66%), integration of
transactional and reporting systems (64%)
and employees’ understanding of digital
business models (58%).
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